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Global and cultural relations are increasingly
tense because humans are hard-wired to be
judgemental and self-righteous

  Aug  10  2012 

Why do ideas such as ‘fairness’ and ‘freedom’ mean such different things to different people? Why is
it so easy to see the flaws in others’ arguments, and less in our own? Jonathan Haidt argues that
the reason we find it so hard to get along is because our minds are designed to be moral, and
that we are hard-wired to be moralistic, judgemental and self-righteous too. Rebecca
Litchfield finds that a key strength of the book is the way Haidt takes the reader through his own
journey of moralistic discovery, drawing heavily on his own experiences and demonstrating how his
own assumptions could be challenged and knocked down.

The Righteous Mind: Why Good People are Divided by Polit ics
and Religion. Jonathan Haidt . Allen Lane. March 2012.

 

The UK edit ion of  Jonathan Haidt ’s new work The Righteous
Mind is not necessarily a book to read in polite company, coming as
it  does with a raised middle f inger in place of  the ‘i’ in ‘mind’.
However, this provocat ion is not out of  place. Haidt ’s book is
indeed audacious, it  holds ideas that aim to challenge many
readers, part icularly liberals.

Haidt  is a social and cultural psychologist  who has spent sixteen
years researching and teaching at  the University of  Virginia. Having
already worked on not ions of  what makes us happy in The
Happiness Hypothesis: Finding Modern Truth in Ancient Wisdom, he has moved on to exploring
why society has such trouble discussing religion, and why we can’t , in his own words, “make
conversat ions about morality, polit ics and religion more common, more civil and more fun.” Haidt
sees polit ics and religion as expressions of  our underlying moral psychology, and he believes that
an understanding of  that  psychology can help to bring people together. The Righteous Mind,
therefore, examines where our morality might come from, why we think ‘ours’ dif fers f rom ‘theirs’,
whether this is t rue, and perhaps most important ly, what we can do about it .

Haidt ’s work comes at  a point  when global and cultural relat ions are increasingly tense. More and
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more polit icians are using the polemic of  us versus them, and the gap between liberal and
conservat ive becomes wider and more host ile. Haidt  approaches this divide with calm rat ionality
and a genuine desire to learn about what causes this split , asking from where our morality might
originate and what might make us unable to see the other point  of  view.

Haidt  uses three metaphors to help explain his arguments, and splits the book into three main
sect ions accordingly. He opens with a discussion of  how humans are lead by their intuit ion f irst  and
make their reasoning second, meaning that moral judgements are largely made post-hoc. Haidt
asks the reader to imagine their mind as divided into two parts: a large elephant of  automat ic
processes and intuit ion which then has a much smaller rider of  controlled processes and
reasoning, with the rider there to steer the elephant and to give reasons to our gut inst incts.

He then argues that there is more to morality than fairness and harm. Haidt ’s argument rests
around six ‘moral foundat ions’ that  he believes underlie human responses to scenarios: care,
fairness, loyalty, authority, sanct ity and liberty. Haidt  believes that liberals place value on the f irst
two whereas conservat ives are more equally balanced across the six, which is why conservat ives
are able to appeal to a broader audience. The author’s second metaphor at tempts to explain this:
Haidt  sees the righteous mind as like a tongue made up of  six taste receptors – the six moral
foundat ions. For example, in order to reach the broadest audience a polit ician must appeal to the
elephant of  a persons righteous mind using as many of  the receptors as they can. To highlight  this
point  Haidt  points out that  the successful democrat ic candidates in American president ial
campaigns, Clinton and Obama, spread their message across the moral foundat ions and “knew
how to talk to elephants.”

Haidt ’s f inal metaphor demonstrates that humans are naturally ‘groupish’ as well as self ish, and
that this can mean that our morality can both bind and blind us. We are, as Haidt  suggests, “90 per
cent chimp, 10 per cent bee.” By this he means that whilst  for the majority of  the t ime we act  with
our own interests at  heart , we all have a hive switch. In certain situat ions we will act  for the good
of the team, whether this be polit ically, religiously, or simply in a football match. This f inal sect ion
draws the inf luences of  Durkheim, Glaucon and Darwin. Haidt ’s work heavily relies on Durkheim and
Glaucon’s view of  society – that structure and hierarchy is not necessarily negat ive, they prevent
chaos or ‘anomie’ and that without fear of  punishment (which can be as simple as gossip that
would ruin a reputat ion), people do not act  virtuously. He then adds to this Darwin’s not ion that we
evolved to operate at  both the individual and group level, returning to Durkheim’s idea of  the
human race as “homo duplex”. Our morality is constructed accordingly: it  has mult iple facets that
should be recognised if  we are to relate to those who have dif ferent views to our own.

Haidt ’s work has been crit icized, part icularly by liberals who struggle specif ically with his admission
that he realised he was a centralist  when “the 9/11 at tacks turned me into a group player with a
powerful and unexpected urge to display my team’s f lag.” They claim that he was forced by fear to
go along with a republican at tack on Islamic nat ions, and become a member of  a “unthinking herd.”



This crit icism ignores the earlier sect ions where Haidt  recounts his experiences of  t raveling in
Odessa, and how it  sparked in him the desire to quest ion the assumptions he made about other
people’s morality: living in their culture made him more able to see things from their point  of  view.

Indeed one of  the many strengths of  The Righteous Mind is that  Haidt  takes the reader through
his own journey of  moralist ic discovery, drawing heavily on his own experiences and demonstrat ing
how his own assumptions could be challenged and knocked down. As a result  the book is
colloquially writ ten with a hint  of  self -deprecat ion that soon makes you warm to the author. This is
inevitably a tool to get you on Haidt ’s side, but it  works, and works well. Similarly this makes the
dif f icult  topics and disciplines covered throughout the book easier to digest. Haidt ’s done his
research, drawing not only on his own f ield of  psychology, but genet ics, philosophy, sociology,
anthropology, and polit ics. The examples he uses are spread across all of  these f ields, and this
makes his arguments more compelling.

Haidt  is fundamentally t rying to f igure out why we can’t  all just  get along, and his conclusion, that
we should start  seeing things from other people’s point  of  view, is nothing groundbreaking.
However, what is so impressive about this work is how he goes about demonstrat ing why this is
such a dif f icult  thing for us to achieve, and what the tools are that could make it  possible. It ’s a
dif f icult  read, not because of  the style, but because the content may challenge you to accept that
the “other side” isn’t  so bad af ter all, and that perhaps your own moralist ic mind could do with a
shake up.

——————————————————————————————-

Rebecca Litchf ield began her academic career in American Literature at  Warwick Univerisity,
before moving towards urban and architectural theory at  the Bart let t  School of  Architecture, UCL.
Her thesis combined her passion for both subjects and explored the not ion of  “psychotopography”
in the works of  American writer Steve Erickson. In 2011 she took a step back from academia to
start  her own art isan preserves company. She now juggles days in the kitchen with f reelance food
writ ing, whilst  cont inuing her academic passions through research, edit ing and review work. Read
more reviews by Rebecca.
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